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School Strategic Plan - 2019-2023 

Syndal South Primary School (4924) 

 

School vision At Syndal South Primary School our vision is to develop a positive and safe learning environment where students learn to be 

resilient, respectful, caring and connected to each other. Within this supportive environment all students are encouraged to fulfill their 

academic potential.  

School values Syndal South Primary School (SSPS) embraces five core values which form the actions for the whole school. 

These values are actively promoted and underpin all levels of operation throughout the school. 

Respect - a commitment to the rights of self, others and the environment 

Curiosity - wondering about and exploring themselves and the world 

Resilience - building a positive attitude, having the confidence and persistence to face, overcome and grow with life’s challenges  

Integrity - being honest and fair, being true to oneself 

Care – showing kindness and consideration. 

Context challenges Syndal South Primary School is an educational hub in the leafy urban area of Mount Waverley and is situated in the City of Monash. 

The school was built in 1964 and has had minimal building modernisation works completed over this period. There are two main 

buildings, a converted ‘shelter shed’ used for Music, a standalone art room and a Building the Education Revolution facility. The 

school prides itself on its spacious grounds. There are three established play-equipment areas, two ovals, and a unique wetlands 

area. There is a greenhouse and an array of defined vegetable gardens strategically placed with the school grounds.  The grounds 

are maintained to a high standard due to employing a grounds person. The hall is used after hours for Martial Arts instruction, Ballet, 

Meditation, Pilates and Personal Training. The school has allocated two over entitlement classrooms to the Out of School Hours 

Care, which the school Council managers. 

The school is a member of the Monash/Manningham Network where there is a collective commitment to improve learning outcomes 

for all students. We are primarily a feeder school to Glen Waverley Secondary College and Mount Waverley Secondary College. 

Students do attend Brentwood Secondary College, Highvale Secondary and Wheelers Hill Secondary and Private and Catholic 

schools. The school caters for students from Foundation to Year Six. Enrolments have fluctuated over the past four years: 2017/419, 

2018/416, 2019/394 with the current enrolment at 370 students. The school’s Family Occupation (SFO) index is 0.2053 and the 

student Family Occupation Education (SFOE) index is 0.1472.  The multicultural profile has changed significantly since the previous 

strategic plan. International Student Enrolment places are available in all year levels and currently we have six students enrolled. 

Leadership is distributive. There are twenty-five teaching staff (six of whom are employed part-time) and eight education support staff 

(five of which are employed part-time) working together to ensure the highest-level teaching and learning environment that we can 

create for all our students. 

At Syndal South Primary School, we provide educational excellence through vibrant teaching and innovative learning programs in an 
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affirming, secure and stimulating learning environment. We offer a developmental curriculum within straight year level classes, 

developing all students' capacity as learners through our commitment to quality teaching, personalised learning, and a differentiated 

curriculum. Our curriculum is challenging and relevant and caters for the diverse abilities and needs within our learning community. 

We aim to develop in our students a love of learning, strong communication skills, the ability to be confident, responsible, creative 

and critical thinkers and to be socially connected, independent and resilient. We celebrate a history of strong academic achievement. 

We provide specialist programs in Science, Art, Music, Physical Education, LOTE (Japanese).  In addition, we provide a diverse 

range of enrichment opportunities, competitions, and programs to students of high potential and talent. Instrumental tuition is 

available. Design and technology and digital technologies are integrated purposefully, and continuous improvement of student and 

teacher learning is embedded in our school culture, demonstrated by learning that is meaningful and rigorous. Extracurricular 

opportunities are offered in academic, performing and visual arts, and sport. All students are valued, and differences are accepted 

within an inclusive and supportive school environment; one which promotes self-esteem, collaboration, learner agency, and a strong 

student voice. Throughout the year, students participate in programs which practice and embed human values and encourage a 

sense of community and personal responsibility. The school highly values education as a partnership of students, staff, parents and 

the local and wider community. Parent participation in classrooms and extra-curricular activities is strongly encouraged and valued. 

We endeavour always to hold true to our core values while connecting meaningfully with our students and being relevant to the world 

it is today. We want well-rounded students who are able to respond to challenges with optimism. We want students who are 

confident in their own identities, know right from wrong and can join with others in celebrating our common humanity. We want 

students who are prepared to apply what they learn in a real-world complex and predictable situation. This is what we all strive to 

achieve in everything we do at Syndal South Primary School. 

A key challenge remains to secure Department funding to build new, flexible, permanent classrooms to replace ageing infrastructure 

and reflect a 21st century learning environment.  

Intent, rationale and focus Intent 

To improve student outcomes in literacy. 

Rationale 

An analysis of the school’s NAPLAN data identified a high proportion of students demonstrating low to medium growth in literacy and 

lower than expected levels of students achieving in the top two bands. Additionally, the school’s Panorama Report indicated lower 

growth in writing compared to like schools. Improving all student outcomes in literacy was therefore identified as an area requiring 

focus for this school strategic plan. 

Focus 

Excellence in teaching and learning: Building Practice Excellence/Curriculum Planning and Assessment 

 

Intent 

To improve levels of student engagement in the learning process. 

Rationale 

Discussion with students and teachers identified a lack of student voice and agency in their learning that validated lower than 

preferred levels of student positive endorsement of student voice and agency in the AtoSS data. Goal setting to inform learning and 
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student engagement in their learning was also identified as low in focus group discussions and in AtoSS survey results. Improving 

levels of student engagement in the learning process was therefore identified as an area requiring focus for this school strategic plan. 

Focus 

Positive Climate for Learning: Empowering students and building school pride/Setting expectations and promoting inclusion. 

 

Intent 

To improve student outcomes in numeracy. 

Rationale 

An analysis of the school’s NAPLAN data identified a high proportion of students demonstrating low to medium growth in numeracy 

and lower than expected levels of students achieving in the top two bands. Additionally, the school’s Panorama Report indicated low 

Teacher Judgement Growth in above expected growth in numeracy. Improving all student outcomes in numeracy was therefore 

identified as an area requiring focus for this school strategic plan. 

Focus 

Excellence in teaching and learning: Building Practice Excellence/Curriculum Planning and Assessment 
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School Strategic Plan - 2019-2023 

Syndal South Primary School (4924) 

 

Goal 1 To improve student outcomes in literacy. 

Target 1.1 By 2023 the percentage of Year 5 students achieving high benchmark growth in NAPLAN Writing will increase from 35% 
(2019) to 39% (2023) 

By 2023 the percentage of Year 5 students achieving low benchmark growth in NAPLAN Reading will decrease from 22% 
(2019) to 15% (2023)  

 

Target 1.2 By 2023 the percentage of F-6 students achieving above the age expected level in the Victorian Curriculum will 
increase in: 

 Reading and Viewing from 36% (2019) to 46% (2023) 

 Writing from 32% (2019) to 42% (2023) 

 

Target 1.3  By 2023 to increase the percentage of students who achieve 12 months growth each year in the Victorian Curriculum in: 

 Writing from 86% (2019) to 100% (2023) 

 Reading from 81% (2019) to 100% (2023) 

 

Target 1.4 Improve the following factor on the Principal and Teacher Class of the School Staff Survey in: 

 Use pedagogical model from 65% (2019) to 95% (2023). 
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Key Improvement Strategy 1.a 

Curriculum planning and assessment  

Build teacher capability to utilise data and a range of assessment strategies to teach to each student’s point of learning  

Key Improvement Strategy 1.b 

Building practice excellence  

Develop whole school Instructional models that promote high quality teaching and learning in literacy and numeracy  

Goal 2 To improve levels of student engagement in the learning process 

Target 2.1 Improve the following factors on the Student Attitude to School Survey: 

 Student voice and agency from 71% (2019) to 85% (2023) 

 Goal setting from 91% (2019) to 95% (2023) 

 Differentiated learning challenge from 87% (2019) to 95% (2023) 

 

Target 2.2 Improve the following factors on the Parent Opinion Survey:  

 Stimulating learning environment 85% (2019) to 95% (2023) 

 Student agency and voice from 83% (2019) to 93% (2023) 

 

Target 2.3 Improve the following factors on the Principal and Teacher Class School Staff Survey: 

 Use high impact teaching strategies from 83% (2019) to 95% (2023) 

 Use student feedback to improve practice from 61% (2019) to 80% (2023) 
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Key Improvement Strategy 2.a 

Empowering students and building school 

pride  

Incorporate the use of student voice and agency in all aspects of their learning  

Key Improvement Strategy 2.b 

Setting expectations and promoting 

inclusion  

Develop the capabilities of staff and students to use a range of feedback processes to support improved teaching and 

learning  

Goal 3 To Improve student outcomes in numeracy. 

Target 3.1 By 2023 the percentage of Year 5 students achieving high growth in NAPLAN in numeracy will increase from 29% (2019) 
to 35% (2023)  
 

Target 3.2 By 2023 the percentage of F-6 students achieving above the expected level in the Victorian Curriculum will increase in: 

 Measurement and Geometry from 26% (2019) to 40% (2023) 

 Number and Algebra from 44% (2019) to 55% (2023) 

 Statistics and Probability from 22% (2019) to 35% (2023) 

 

Target 3.3 By 2023 to increase the percentage of students who achieve 12 months growth each year in the Victorian Curriculum in: 

 Number and Algebra 85% (2019) to 100% (2023) 

 

Target 3.4 Improve the following factor on the of the School Staff Survey in: 

 Understand Curriculum from 65% (2019) to 95% (2023) 

 Time to share pedagogical content knowledge from 65% (2019) to 95% (2023) 
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Key Improvement Strategy 3.a 

Evidence-based high-impact teaching 

strategies  

Embed whole school evidence-based instructional practice in numeracy. 

Key Improvement Strategy 3.b 

Curriculum planning and assessment  

Develop a comprehensive curriculum in all key learning areas 

Key Improvement Strategy 3.c 

Building practice excellence  

Build a collaborative professional learning community with strong instructional leadership and regular feedback and 

reflection. 

 
 

 

 


